
RAPID DEPLOYMENTS

Successful technology deployments are critical to your business. Yet they can be complicated. Multi-site 

deployments are often characterized by shifting timelines, broad geographies, different device configurations 

and limited budgets. Telaid is 100% dedicated to successful technology integration for your business. 

We work exclusively with multi-site clients to manage complex, critical, time-sensitive deployments with 

precision and flexibility, ensuring your technology projects are completed on time and on budget.

We make even your most complex deployments simple.
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01: PROJECT BLUEPRINT
Develop methodology and project 
blueprint to optimize delivery of results.

02: STAGING AND CONFIGURATION
Reduce time, task, cost and risk 
by ensuring equipment is staged, 
configured, kitted and delivered 
for plug-and-play installation.

03: ASSET MANAGEMENT
Maximize your technology investment 
by managing inventory at each location 
through deployments, closings and 
technology refreshes.

05: LOGISTICS
Maximize the value of your assets 
with precision logistics that track 

incoming, outgoing and just-in-time 
arrival of devices at each location.

07: DISPOSAL
Mitigate risk with flawless reverse logistics 

that uninstall, wipe data and dispose of 
equipment securely and sustainably.

06: REPORTING
Get the answers you need in a 

timely and accurate manner 
from project managers who 

know your business and 
understand your project.

04: REPAIR/REPLACEMENT
Minimize downtime with cost effective 
depot repair, maintenance services and/or 
advanced replacement.

Essential
services to maintain 
your technology from 

cradle to grave
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Telaid makes complex, large-scale technology rollouts, upgrades 
painless for one leading retail pharmacy
Offering its customers care 24/7/365, one leading retail pharmacy relies on 

technology to serve its customers, manage sensitive personal health information 

and ensure stores are open for business round the clock. In an effort to offer this 

kind of dependability to its customers, this pharmacy must rely on equally capable 

technology partners who can seamlessly deploy new technologies, upgrade existing 

systems and support mission-critical operations.

The pharmacy asked Telaid to replace blade servers in select locations. This project 

required taking down store technologies, replacing the servers and restoring service 

during off-hours. Telaid consistently delivered with precision, zero defects and 

flexibility and, as a result, projects increased in scope and complexity.

Today Telaid is one of the primary technology integrator partners that supports the 

pharmacy with their large-scale technology deployments, upgrades and ongoing IT 

management. From cabling to server upgrades, new installations or complete 

rollouts of new technologies, Telaid can handle projects no matter the size or scope.

Proven Process
Telaid’s seven-step Proven Process is the result of thousands of successful client 

projects. It ensures that together we evaluate each project optimally, assign the right 

resources and execute with precision and effectiveness. Whether handling a nation-

wide multi-location rollout, or beta testing a new technology in a particular region, 

Telaid’s consistent application of our Proven Process ensures that your project is 

completed on time, on budget, every time.
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About Telaid
Telaid has a consistent track record of delivering even the most complex technology projects on time and on budget. For more than 35 years, 
technology integrator, Telaid has served its clients by deploying excellence and exceeding expectations. Flexible and resourceful, Telaid is a 
single provider of rapid deployments, cradle-to-grave technology solutions, wireless and physical security. 

Ready to maximize the life of your technology assets and minimize the lifetime cost? 
Contact us at 800.205.5556 to get started! 

Telaid’s state-of-the-art 
Technology Solution Center 
(TSC) in Norcross, Georgia
is the backbone of our
operation and heart of our 
Zero Defect model. 
• Approximately 200,000 technology devices 

   processed and shipped through the facility 

   each year 

• Can configure 800 devices concurrently, 

   ensuring efficiency and speed 

• 98.8% on time delivery of projects

• Technology agnostic, handling dozens of 

   brands of equipment and software 
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